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ABSTRACT

This paper focuses on various movements of the tongue in 
perturbed speech. In this experimental study, the activity
of the jaw has been neutralized in order to observe the
movements of tongue. Previous studies with bite blocks
have shown that intelligibility can be maintained by
producing unusual configurations of the vocal tract in
order to compensate for the immobility of an articulator.
We thus observed how spatial and temporal changes of the 
tongue configurations palliate the immobilization of the
mandible. Results show that the presence of bite blocks
modifies the duration and amplitude of articulatory
movements. A repositioning of linguo-palatal contacts has 
also been observed. Results are speaker dependent.

1 INTRODUCTION

This work derives from previous researches showing that
compensatory adjustments are possible in vowel and
consonant production, with an unusual immobilization of
the jaw [1]. The originality of this work is to study the
movements of the tongue (with electropalatography) in
French utterances when the jaw was fixed with bite
blocks. Most studies showed that, in perturbed speech,
speakers produced vowels with normal formant frequency
values despite the presence of bite blocks [2]. To our
knowledge, only one work studied the compensatory
movements of the tongue when /t/ and /s/ were produced
with bite blocks in English and in Arab [3]. Successful
compensations were observed indicating that speakers
used a range of different muscular activities to produce
suitable sounds [4]. Therefore, speakers compensate for
such a perturbation by the adjustment of the tongue or lip
movements [5]. Speakers are able to adapt the production
of their utterances to a new situation to achieve the
intended phonetic target

Our hypothesis relies on the existence of a strong
coordination between tongue and jaw movements in
consonant production. When the jaw activity was
neutralized, the tongue modifies its shape, position and
velocity toward constriction. Significant differences in
articulator placement or movement might be regarded as
evidence of incomplete compensation. This enables us to
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m that the given articulatory configuration can be
ed in different ways and several articulatory
ents can produce the same acoustic result, as it is

rted by the idea of “motor equivalence”, stated by
ll et al. [6].

onsonants chosen in this study were the alveolar
e consonants /t/ and /d/ which entail full tongue
iction against the palate in the alveolar region. So,
s were specified in an articulatory space. We
ned the linguo-palatal contact patterns of the /t/ and
losives in French, under normal and static
bation (bite block), i.e. with neutralized jaw activity.
opalatography was used to observe articulatory
teristics on the spatio-temporal scale.

2 METHOD

corpus was composed of Consonant-Vowel-
nant (CVC) sequences embedded in the carrier
: "Il ne dit pas CVC encore" (He doesn’t say CVC
. The consonants were /t/ and /d/. The inter-
nantal vowels were alternately /a/ and /i/, which are
tively the most open and the most closed in the

h vocalic system. Two French speakers repeated
sentence twelve times. The recordings were made
the electropalatography (EPG) system of Reading
 used an acrylic 1,5mm thick palate created from a
ng of the hard palate of our speakers. Sixty two
t electrodes were placed in eight rows, six on the
nterior row and eight on the others. The articulation
of alveolar stop consonants was empirically defined
ng the most anterior region of the palate represented 
 four first anterior rows of the hard palate [8].

ic bite blocks with individual indentations for tooth
to prevent slippage were realized with a thermo
ble paste. Three types of thickness were made for

subject: 5mm (B1), 10mm (B2) and 16mm (B3).
 held between the molar teeth, they increased the
red vertical distance between the central incisors, in 
me way for both speakers. Only the most relevant
ences between normal speech (B0) and B3 speech
etained in this experiment.

al parameters were observed in this study by the
nation of the medial phase of the consonant. In order 
mate spatial measures, EPG patterns were examined 



on the basis of the amplitude of contacts in the alveolar
region. The amplitude of linguo-palatal contacts was
represented as the difference between the number of
sensors contacted in the first frame showing a maximum
of contacts and the number of sensors contacted at the
beginning of the closing gesture. The center of gravity was 
calculated on the antero-posterior axis of the palate in
order to notice the linguo-palatal contacts location in all of 
the palate.

For the temporal level, we choose: (i) constriction duration 
which was the interval between the beginning and the end 
of the consonant maximal constriction respectively
identified by the first and the last EPG frame showing an
absolute maximum of contacts in the alveolar area (ii)
closure duration which was the interval between first total 
closure, (the first EPG frame showing a complete row
contacted) and closure release (the first EPG frame
showing an opening in the complete row contacted). 

3 RESULTS

Results for normal (B0) and perturbed (B3) speech are
presented here for both speakers. In the three figures of
results, below, we present the average values of the twelve 
repetitions.

3.1 Amplitude 

Amplitude of linguo-palatal contacts was changed with the 
bite blocks. 
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Figure 1: Mean number of sensors contacted, pointed out 
at the maximum in the first four rows of the hard palate.

First, as can be observed in figure 1, speaker B contacted
fewer sensors in bite block condition than in normal
condition, in all sequences. On the average, there was a
difference of sensors contacted between perturbed and
normal speech of -6,52 contacts. The  /dad/ sequence was
the most affected by the bite block as it lost the greatest
number of contacts, -10,66, in perturbed speech. For this
speaker, amplitude of contacts was reduced with block.
Indeed, there was a direct relationship between the
influence of the bite block and the amplitude [F
(3,175)=53,44; p<0,0001]. Conversely, speaker Y tended
to contact more sensors in the bite block condition than in 
the normal condition. On the average, the difference
between perturbed and normal speech was of +2,42
sensors contacted. There was an exception in the sequence 
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which lost -5,26 contacts. For this speaker, amplitude 
uo-palatal contacts was extended with block, except 

ad/. Indeed, it seemed that there was a relationship
en the influence of the bite block and the amplitude
tacts [F (3,176)=3,28; p=0,0110]. 

quently, speakers exhibited very different reactions
perturbations as in Flege and colleagues’ study,
found different reaction depending on the speakers

so on the language [3].

mporal aspects

uration of the maximum was changed with blocks, as
n see in Figure 2, which shows the mean duration of 
um contacts proportionally to the length of the

nant gesture.

Duration of the Maximum 
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re 2: Maximum constriction duration in the alveolar 
region.

rning speaker B, maximum duration was shorter in
bed speech than in normal speech, except for the
nce /tit/. This sequence seemed to be the least
ed with a slight difference between the two
ions. The mean difference of rate between both
ions was -27,72%. We found a direct influence of
ite block on the durations of the maximum [F
)=6,608; p=0,0002]. For the speaker Y, durations of
um were generally longer in perturbed speech than

rmal speech. The mean difference between both
ions was +20%. Again there was an exception for
quence /dad/ for which the speaker displayed an
ite behavior as it was 9,70 percent shorter with the
lock. This perturbation had an influence on the

ons of the maximum constriction, [F (3,176)=3,008;
31]. So, reactions were also different concerning
peakers.

uration of the closure is also changed with bite
s, as can be seen in Figure 3, which shows the mean
on of closure relative to the length of the consonant
e. Closure duration for speaker B also tended to be
r in perturbed speech than in normal speech, in fact, 
nce of the bite block was significant [F
)=4,492;p=0,0047]. The average difference between 

te block and the normal speech samples was -2,96 %. 
rning speaker Y, duration of closure was also
sed of 4,70% in perturbed versus normal condition,



excepted for the sequence /dad/ which presented also a
decrease of -2,59 %. However, the statistical treatment
(ANOVA) revealed that there was no relationship between 
the presence of the bite blocks and the duration of the
closure [F (3,167)=2,355;p=0,073]. 

Closure duration
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Figure 3: Closure duration for all sequences, in the 
alveolar region.

Speakers showed different behaviors under perturbed
conditions. The amplitude of linguo-palatal contacts, in
the alveolar region, as well as the durations of the
maximum and the complete closure, varied according to
speaker. Subject B reduced the length of constriction and
closure and contacted fewer sensors in the bite block
speech samples whereas bite block leaded subject Y to
increase the length of constriction and closure, and to
contact more sensors in the bite block samples. Speakers
displayed opposite reactions both in the spatial and the
temporal dimensions.

3.3 The sequence /dad/

We noted a similar behavior for the sequence /dad/ which
lost contacts and reduced durations for both speakers.
Speaker B used less contact sensors (-10,66%) under
perturbed conditions. The maximum duration lost reaches
-5,92% and the closure duration -0.90%. Speaker Y lost
-5,26 contacts sensors in perturbed speech. The maximum
duration lost is -9,70% and the closure duration -2,59%.
The behavior of such a phenomenon was accounted from
spatial observations of electropalatographic patterns.
Figure 4 shows mean distribution of linguo-palatal
contacts during the constriction peak for the consonant /d/ 
followed by the vowel /a/.
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e 4: Patterns of linguo-palatal contacts with (B3) and 
out block (B0) for both speakers. Rate of contact of 

each electrode for the twelve repetitions. 

cts in normal speech were distributed on the alveolar
terals zones of the palate, for both speakers. In the
bed speech, contacts were clustered on the first row
 palate. Moreover, on the antero-posterior axis, the
 of gravity of the contacts was shifted to the front
f the palate of 1,02 rows for speaker B and of 1,21
for speaker Y. No significant correlation (R2= 0,329)
een found between the center of gravity of the
ts and the occurrence of the contacts in the anterior
his result validates the ones of Flege et al. who also 

 a reduction of the area of constriction for /t/ in Arab, 
ced with a bite block [3].

4 DISCUSSION 

fferences between the two speakers

pected, the movement of the tongue was modified in 
bed speech. But, results with amplitude and duration 
d that responses to perturbations depend on intra

er variability. Speaker Y strengthened his
lation whereas speaker B weakened his. This can be 
nted for by a set of factors like such as morphology,
latory capacities, experience and personal
edge. This confirms that the reorganization of the
 of speech production is directed by individual
ies.

ommon results between the two speakers

esults show that the sequence /dad/ seems to be the
esistant to perturbation. It is certainly due to the
ing of a voiced consonant and an open vowel. On the 
and, voiced consonants are weaker than their

ced counterparts due to strong aerodynamic
aints. In bite block as well as in fast continuous
, the /d/ becomes so weak that it can be realized as a 

[9]. As explained by Ladefoged [10], a tapped stop
racterized by extremely brief contacts between the
lators. He affirms that taps “are made by a direct
ment of the tongue tip to a contact location in the
 or alveolar region” (p231), exactly as we observed
 study.

e other hand, it is acknowledged that producing an
ar consonant followed by an open vowel entails the
open position of the mandible. Space for tongue
ents is then limited. This is not the case with the

ior open vowel /a/ which requires a low mandible

B0 B3



position for mouth opening. Tongue displacement needs
higher amplitude, in this case, to produce the constriction.
So this larger movement seems more propitious to
variability. We could conclude that for the /dad/ sequence, 
speakers showed a tendency to compensate incompletely
for perturbations due to increased difficulty in producing
the articulatory movements under larger phonetic
constraints.

4.3 “Apicalisation”

We confirm that perturbations can induce different type of 
reorganisations in the tongue movements. In normal
speech, we suppose that the tongue blade and the apex
draw an arched movement to touch the alveolar region of
the palate. But, when the mandible was fixed, the tongue
blade did not support the apex anymore and it seemed to
adopt an arched movement to allow the apex to extend its
movement and thus reach the dental region of the palate.
There was no progression in the number of contacts from
the posterior to the anterior region since the laterals
contacts are not required. The apex alone moved directly
towards the dental ridge, without touching the lateral parts 
of the palate since the jaw is blocked in an abnormal open 
position. Our experiment shows a change of the place of
articulation, which is shifted forward in the palate. We
found that apicalisation could be an incomplete
compensatory maneuver.

5 CONCLUSION

Perturbations like bite blocks involve very variable
responses of the speakers.  Under perturbed conditions,
not only did we notice a displacement of the articulatory
target, but we also observed that the tongue shape seemed 
more concave. The articulatory gesture was changed. 

So we would confirm that several shapes of articulators
are possible to realize a phonetic target [6]. These results
could support the idea that phonetic variability in speech
can be explained by the existence of motor equivalences in 
the control of articulatory movements in speech [11].
Hence, we plan an acoustic study of the consonants in
both conditions in order to confirm that the same acoustic
target can be reached in different ways.
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